Abstract—This paper introduces a prototype domain-specific language for programming mobile robots that is based on hierarchical state machines. A novelty of this language is that states are treated as first class entities in the language and thus they can be passed as arguments to other parameterized states. The structure and behavior of the language is presented, along with an example program. Further work and language design challenges are also discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

As advances in robotics have allowed small mobile robots to gain greater complexity and therefore be used to address more challenging tasks, programming them in a general purpose language becomes a more arduous job. The difficulty of this task is due to the fact that even the simplest robotic program needs to take input from the sensors, run it through some type of a control algorithm, and write the output to the actuators of the robot. However, more complex algorithms may add other steps such as preprocessing the sensory inputs or building a Brooksian subsumption architecture [1] into the control algorithm.

Thus, writing robotic algorithms in a general purpose programming language poses a number of challenges. For example, sensors and actuators, as realized in imperative programs, tend to be global variables which makes modularity difficult. The conceptual pattern that a given stimuli causes a given reaction becomes difficult to trace in the code. To state the problem more generally, the problem space has little correlation to the solution space.

These challenges are not unlike those found in other areas of software development in which domain-specific programming and modeling languages have been proposed (see [2] for a survey). Thus, to address problems in developing software for mobile robots we propose a domain-specific language called XRobots that is based on hierarchical state machines (HSMs). HSMs have their origins in the STATECHARTs introduced by Harrel [3] and their evolution is documented in [4]. They have been used in several areas of computer science and are widely used in the engineering fields. HSMs have states and transitions them as in regular finite state machines (FSMs) and in models of these the states typically contain a set of actions which occur on the entry of a state and another set of actions that occur on the exit of a state. HSMs build on the concepts of FSMs by introducing the notion that states can be nested in a hierarchical manner.

Therefore, a HSM can be in multiple states simultaneously so long as those states have a parent-child relationship.

Using an HSM-based language mirrors the way many researchers think about problems from the mobile robots domain. In XRobots the states in a HSM specify the behaviors that the robot is expected to exhibit. This seems natural since roboticists often think in terms of a robot’s behaviors. Behaviors, as a language construct in XRobots, can read from and write to a number of variables on entering or exiting the behavior; these variables can include the actuators and sensors of the robot. Since our behaviors are based on the states of HSMs, the robot will remain in a behavior until one of its transitions takes it out of that behavior/state. Transitions specify a boolean condition and the target behavior, which may include parameters that are passed to that behavior. When its condition becomes true, the transition is enabled. Since we have treated the language on HSMs, to transition from one behavior to another we will need to exit one set of behaviors, i.e. those that constitute the current state, and enter another behavior.

The aspect that we add to HSMs is the ability to parameterize behaviors and treat behaviors as first class structures. Therefore, we can pass information from one state to the next. We allow parameters to be passed in two ways, by value and by reference. These terms have the common meaning associated with them in programming languages: when something is passed by value a copy is created and passed to the called behavior; when something is passed by reference we use a reference to refer back to its run-time value and location. Since behaviors are first class structures, they can also be passed into other behaviors either by value or by reference. This increases the potential for code reuse within the language.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II gives an overview of the language itself, and section III walks the reader through an example program. We describe some of the challenges of designing such a language in Section IV. Section V is a brief overview of related work. Finally, Section VI outlines future work.

II. XROBOTS LANGUAGE OVERVIEW

Behaviors are the fundamental building-block of XRobots. They correlate to states in HSMs and thus in XRobots can be nested. The language provides the option of labeling one of the behaviors specified in another as an initial behavior to be entered when the parent is also entered. Behaviors have a number of components that are illustrated in Fig. 1 and referenced by labeled comments.
1) Name: every behavior has a name and standard rules of scoping of names apply. In Fig. 1 the single behavior is named driveStraightFor. This can be seen at the comment labeled #1.

2) Parameter List: A list of types and formal arguments which need to be passed into the behavior when it is called. See again label #1.

3) Declarations block: a list of declarations, including sub-behavior definitions, used in the behavior. See label #2.

4) Entry Block: a block of statements that execute when the behavior is entered. See label #3.

5) Transition block: A list of transitions consisting of boolean expressions and target behaviors. When the condition evaluates to true the condition is enabled and the system transitions to the next behavior. See label #4.

6) Exit Block: a block of statements that execute when the behavior is exited. See label #5.

At any specific point in the execution of the program, we say that any behavior that has been entered, but not exited is an active behavior. Furthermore, the behavior that was most recently entered (but not exited) is the current behavior. The order in which behaviors are entered and exited follows a first-in-last-out ordering and thus we can view behaviors as being pushed onto a stack when they are entered and popped off when they exit. The top element of this stack of active behaviors is the current behavior. As expected, such a stack is in-fact used in the implementation of XRobots. A property of the language is that if a behavior is active and thus on the stack, all behaviors above it in the stack are sub-behaviors and enclosed by it in the hierarchy. Note that all programs have a root behavior which is, by definition, an ancestor of all the behaviors in a program.

What HSMs add to FMS is the ability to nest states within states. In XRobots this is realized by behaviors as first class structures which can be declared within other behaviors. Here, behaviors can be parameterized, and since behaviors are first class structures they can by passed into other behaviors as arguments. These arguments, regardless of type, can be declared as either pass by-reference or pass by-value. For primitive data types supported by XRobots, such as integer, floating-point and boolean types, this is handled as expected and as in other languages such as C++. For behaviors, however, this is more interesting.

We start by explaining the simple case where the targets of transitions are constant named behaviors. At the beginning of the program the root behavior is made active and any entry code block in it is executed. When any behavior is entered, any child behavior labeled “initial” becomes active and its entry code is executed. The transition conditions of each active behavior are tested. These tests are ordered from parent to child in the HSM and in order of appearance in a single behavior. The first condition that is found to be true enables that transition. In an enabled transition, all active behaviors that are descendants of the common ancestor of the current and target behaviors are exited. As each behavior exits, its exit code is executed. Lastly, the target behavior is made active and its entry code is executed. However, if no transitions are enabled, the program does not change.
behaviors. The program pauses, new sensor values are read, and the process repeats, with a potentially new set of enabled transitions. It is worth noting that while many behaviors can be exited at once, only one can be entered; so the target behavior must be a child or sibling of an active behavior.

In the above description, we assumed the target behavior is specified by name. However, since behaviors are first class structures, they can also be used as arguments to another behavior. So variables with a behavior-type may appear in the list of types that are the formal parameters of behaviors. The arguments are passed into these parameters by value unless the ByRef indicator is present which indicates that they are to be passed in by reference.

When a behavior is passed by reference, a reference (which can be implemented as a pointer as in languages such as C++) is stored for the name of the behavior argument of the called behavior’s state machine. If the transition that uses the argument is enabled, we look up the reference of that argument and use it as the target of the transition. All the protocols of the HSM, which were described above, are followed. This means that we locate the target in the HSM, find the common ancestor behavior of the current and the target state in the HSM, and exit and enter states as described above. The only difference here is that we have a stored variable holding the target behavior.

Alternatively, when a behavior is passed by value, a representation of the “value” of the behavior is passed. This passed-in behavior is dynamically instantiated as a new subbehavior of the called behavior. If a transition is taken to this behavior, again, the standard XRobots rules and semantics for applying behaviors are again enforced.

Alternatively, if a behavior is passed by reference into some other behavior, the transition is handled using the static location of the behavior passed. Therefore, a transition to a by-reference behavior argument is no different than a transition where the target is written directly except for the fact that the target is not a constant but name (stored in the reference) that must be looked up.

This augmented HSM model allows the code to more easily correspond to the problem space. It is rather natural to think of mobile robotics problems in terms of behaviors. A behavior may be something like following a wall, but the behavior to follow a wall may be made up of smaller behaviors, such as finding the wall and arcing into and out of the wall. So it also seems quite natural to think of a behavior being made up of smaller behaviors and being composable into a larger behavior. Such behaviors (to use the term informally) can be specified quite naturally in XRobots.

III. Example Program

This section contains a more complex example of an XRobots program that shows how behaviors can be passed along with other features. It is shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. This algorithm is designed for a simple differential-drive robot with a left and right front bumper.

The robot navigates the outline of a square four times and then the outline of a triangle four times. It continues this pattern indefinitely unless an obstacle is hit. The example has behaviors organized in the following hierarchy.

```
root
  straightLine
  start
  square
    rightCorner
  triangle
    triangleCorner
  stop
```

The behavior root is a container for the program. It is the outermost state in the HSM and contains the child behaviors straightLine, square, and triangle. These three behaviors are the nested states inside the behavior root. This pattern of nesting states machines within a state machine is what gives us a hierarchy. At present, programs must have a root behavior, though it need not be named root. The parameters to root are the robot’s actuators and sensors; these are indicated by the appropriate keywords. It should be noted we are assuming a differential-drive robot and that we declare the sensors rBump and lBump and the actuators rVel and lVel as parameters to the root behavior, see label #1 in Fig 2. The sensors are used for obstacle avoidance. The actuators are set in the entry block of each non-root behavior, see, for example, comment #4 and #6. Additionally, root only has a declaration block.

The behaviors square and triangle both take an integer parameter count as well as a behavior avoid. The integer parameter keeps track of how many times each shape has been traced. Therefore it determines when to transition between behaviors. However, the behavior straightLine takes both a by-reference and by-value behavior, as well as a by-value integer. The by-value behavior parameter determines what the robot will do if its bump sensors detect an obstacle. In this case, the robot will call the stop behavior defined after comment #8. The point of passing the obstacle avoidance behavior as a parameter is that we could easily replace stop with some other obstacle avoidance algorithm. Note the only place we have hard-coded the name of stop is in the start behavior at comment #6, so changing this name would be easy. The sole point of the start behavior is to configure the parameters of triangle.

The behavior parameter associated with comment #2 nextBehavior, is the behavior straightLine will call when it is finished. We determine straightLine is finished by the clock, which automatically increments at every time step unless otherwise rest set such as in the entry block of straightLine, see comment #5 in Fig 2. The value of the clock is used as part if not all of our transition conditions, see comment #4 for example. Similarly, all other transitions use some combination of the clock and the counts as conditions for transitions. We are making the simple assumption that travelling so long at a constant speed will move the robot a given distance and ignoring things like wheel slippage.

straightLine's second parameter is a by-value behavior called avoid, which we pass on to triangle and square. It
/** #1 Root behavior with sensor and actuator parameters **/
Behavior root ( sensor bool rBump, sensor bool lBump,
        actuator float rVel, actuator float lvel ) {

Behavior straightLine (  
    /** #2 parameter list using the type behavior**/
    ByRef Behavior nextBehavior(int, ByVal Behavior),
    ByVal Behavior avoid(),
    int count ) {  
Entry { /** #3 setting the clock and differential-drive**/
        clock := 0.0;
        rvel := 100.0;
        lvel := 100.0;
    }
    /*#4 calling a behavior specified by a by value parameter **/
    Under Condition rBump || lBump Apply behavior avoid()
    Under Condition clock > 25.00
        /*#5 calling the behavior specified by the 
           argument nextBehavior with the parameter count **/
        Apply Behavior nextBehavior(count, avoid)
}
/** #6 the initial behavior start initializes the system **/
Initial Behavior start(){
        Under Condition True Apply Behavior square(0, stop)
}
/** #7 the behavior square takes the count of how many squares have been 
    drawn and an obstacle avoidance behavior **/
Behavior square(int sq_count, ByVal Behavior avoid){
    Behavior rightCorner(int corner_count)
Entry{  
        clock := 0.0;
        rVel := 250.0;
        lvel := 25.0;
    }
    Under Condition clock > 7.0 && cornerCount < 4
        Apply Behavior
            straightLine(square, corner_count)
    UnderCondition clock > 7.0 && cornerCount == 4
        Apply Behavior square(sq_count, stop)
Exit{  
        corner_count:= corner_count + 1;
    }
}

Fig. 2. Triangle Square Program (Part 1)
Under Condition rBump || lBump
    Apply Behavior avoid()
Under Condition sq_count < 4
    Apply Behavior straightLine(square, corner_count)
Under Condition tri_count => 4
    Apply Behavior triangle(0)

Exit{
    sq_count := sq_count + 1;
}
}

Behavior triangle(int tri_count, ByVal Behavior avoid){
    Behavior triangleCorner(int corner_count)
    Entry{
        clock := 0.0;
        rVel := 250.0;
        lVel := 25.0;
    }
    Under Condition clock > 15.0 && corner_count < 3
        Apply Behavior triangle(corner_counter)
    Under Condition clock > 15.0 && corner_count == 3
        Apply Behavior straightLine(triangle, corner_counter)

Exit{
    corner_count := corner_count + 1;
}
}

Under Condition rBump || lBump
    Apply behavior avoid()
Under Condition tri_count < 4
    Apply Behavior straightLine(triangle, avoid, corner_count)
Under Condition tri_count => 4
    Apply Behavior square(0)

Exit
    tri_count:=tri_count+1;
}

/** #8 Use stopping as an obstacle avoidance technique and an example of a
    Behavior passed around by value **/
Behavior stop(){
    Entry{
        rVel := 0;
        lVel := 0;
    }
}

Fig. 3. Triangle Square Program (Part 2)
determines the behavior to use if an obstacle is encountered. *straightLine’s* integer parameter, *count*, counts how many times each shape has been traced. It is used as input when the behavior stored in *nextBehavior*, i.e. *triangle* or *square*, is called. The parameterized behavior determines the type of shape the robot will navigate. This program is an example of most, but not all of the constructs in the language.

The behavior *rightCorner* is nested in *square*, and thus its ancestors are *square* and *root*. Because of the hierarchy, the parameters of the ancestor state *root* are visible in the child state *rightCorner*.

The behavior *triangleCorner* is a good example of the entry, transition, and exit block arranged in proximity to each other. This fact is because the declaration block, which must come before the entry, is empty. The declaration block contains the declaration of any variables within the behavior, including other behaviors. For example, *triangleCorner* is declared at the top of *triangle* in its declaration list.

This program provides a couple of examples of passing arguments. Both *triangleCorner* and *rightCorner*, take an integer argument that determines how many times the triangle or square, respectively, have been circumnavigated. When we call these behaviors, we must provide a value for the integer count. The arguments to the behavior *straightLine* are slightly more complicated since it takes both a behavior and an integer, see comment #5. Additionally, the behavior argument has a parameter list of an integer, so only behaviors with one integer argument used when calling *straightLine*.

### IV. CHALLENGES OF THE LANGUAGE

With the added expressivity of passing behaviors by value and by reference come some challenges in language design. We describe here the three most important:

1) ensuring that invoking a by-reference behavior follows standard rules;
2) error detection when passing by-value behaviors;
3) dealing with the pragmatics of the language.

Transitions with a by-reference target behavior should use the same protocol as transitions with constant target behavior. The only difference, and thus the challenge, is retrieving the reference to the behavior so that it is in a similar form as a constant target behavior. We must, for example, not attempt to transition to a behavior that is nested several layers deeper in the hierarchy than the current depth. What we wish to avoid is having one algorithm for each type of transition since they fundamentally do the same operation.

Passing behaviors by value introduces the possibility for some interesting errors to arise. Say, for instance, we have a behavior that accesses variables from an ancestor state, and we pass that behavior by value into a behavior in another branch of the hierarchy. When that other branch tries to make that behavior the current behavior, the ancestor variables it tries to access may not be accessible if the ancestor behavior that defined them is no longer active. It will be fairly straightforward at runtime to throw an error that the variable is not defined, but it would be preferable to detect this situation at compile time and flag the error at that point.

The last challenge deals with the pragmatics of the language. We are unsure how easy it may be for the programmer to reason about programming in this model. The higher-order nature of the language (i.e. behaviors as first class structures) may be problematic to people who are not used to such conventions. This claim may be especially true for those whose background is solely in imperative programming. Therefore, one of the challenges for us as language developers is how to minimize this barrier.

### V. RELATED WORK

This section examines briefly programming languages whose main purpose is to simplify robotic programming. Such languages can mostly be classified as either reactive languages, or imperative languages, or languages based on a standardized middleware, such as CORBA. Domain specific languages are starting gaining popularity in the robotics community, because they promise to simplify the process of developing the large and complex programs that are needed for robots.

In a major change from the approaches that were commonly used in robotics, Brooks [5] introduced the subsumption architecture, an architecture based on layers of components connected to each other, that operate on sensor data and produce control commands to the robot. The components use “inhibition” and “suppression” mechanisms to override other components, enabling the building of complex programs that are scalable and modular. Brooks later introduced the Behavior Language to make it easy to implement his subsumption architecture [6]. Since the subsumption architecture is based on Augmented Finite State Machines (AFSM), so is the language. The Behavior Languages syntax is compiled into a set of AFSM, which can in turn be translated into code to run on a number of different sets of hardware.

Player/Stage [7] is currently the most widely used public domain software for programming real robots and for simulating them. Player/Stage evolved over the years from using only IP ports and low-level communication between Player and Stage or the physical robots, to a CORBA based system based on components, where Player acts as an abstraction between Stage or the hardware and a high-level programming language which is used to control the robots.

More recently, Gerkey, one of the developers of Player/Stage, introduced the Robotic Operating System (ROS) [8]. ROS provides a standardized interface between robotic algorithms and hardware. Popular packages, such as Player, can be wrapped and used in ROS. Its developer argues its advantages include: being thin – it is small memory-wise; peer-to-peer – it does not require a central server; multi-lingual; tool based – a large set of small tools is used to handle the workflow; and Free and open source. ROS could be thought of as the next generation of Player/Stage.

Many programming languages have been proposed for robots. For a survey of the field, see [9]. For instance, a task-level robotic programming language was presented in [10]. While the robot language itself is imperative, it is based on the reactive language ESTREL. The code is
reminiscent of classical AI plans. At the heart of the language are robot tasks which are simple plans instructing the robot to complete some procedures. Like many other languages for robots, these plans can be combined with conditions, run in sequence or in parallel, and inserted into loops. Through the use of the mechanisms, simple plans can be built into more complex plans.

A language of a different flavor is the Multiagent Robot Language (MRL), introduced in [11], which is based upon Guarded Horn Clauses and similar to the Guarded Command Language, GCL [12]. Each declaration in the language has a head, guard, and body. The head is comparable to a function or rule name. The guard and body are atomic formulas such that if the guard is entailed, the body is executed.

CORBA-based approaches have been and are still popular in robotics, because they provide components and useful services [13]. Unfortunately, they are also complex to learn and have often a non-trivial overhead. Smart [14] asserts that the robotic research agenda could be significantly accelerated by a standardized robotic middleware. He claims that most research teams waste time building their own platforms when they could get straight to the heart of their research. But he does admit there are large barriers to a universal operating system such as the heterogeneity of robotic hardware, the limited computational power of most robots, and the frequency of numerous types of failures in robots. He asserts that developing such a system will take the support of the whole robotics community and a number of iterations to get it right.

Orca [15] is a framework for developing component-based software for robots. The building blocks of Orca are data objects, communication patterns, and transport mechanisms. A component is built by selecting from a standard set of these building blocks. The framework is open source so that individuals can extend it by adding new building blocks, and doing so will account for new hardware, communication protocols, etc. The authors make a point of the difference between objects and components. They define components as freestanding executables, so you do not have to compile your system if you are using pre-built components. Each component would encapsulate the behaviors of the device it controlled. In one sense such a system would be compiled as components and then assembled into the running system.

URBI [16], has similarities with older versions of Player/Stage. It is based on a client/server model where the server runs on the robot itself. Thus the server contains all the low-level interfaces with the hardware. The client can be written in any language that handles TCP sockets, but C++ or Java are most commonly used. URBI has a large user base and supports multiple hardware platforms, ranging from the Lego Mindstorm to the humanoid NAO.

ASEME (Agent Systems Engineering Methodology) [17] has been proposed recently for developing software for agents. The approach uses the model-driven engineering paradigm, which relies on model transformations, and is intended to cover all the phases of the design and development of software for a complex distributed system of agents. ASEME is being applied to program robots for RoboCup.

Domain specific languages are gaining popularity in robotics. Wellborn [18] presents a DSL for robotics embedded in Java. His DSL extends Java with Resources, Coordinator, Portals, etc, that allow broadcast, client/server, and peer-to-peer communication between robots. His primary goal is to decrease the amount of communication needed in these applications. His contribution is more to the area of distributed computing than to robotics. In fact, the author leaves it as future work to get his system running on real robots.

XABSL [19] is a recent example of an extensible behavior specification language designed for robotics. The language has been used for multiple robotics platforms, most notably to program robots for RoboCup.

Reckhaus et al. [20], present an example of a Platform Independent Model (PIM) coupled with a Platform Specific Model (PSM). They develop a PIM to control a whole array of robots, and a PSM to control each specific robot. Clearly this is a way to handle robot heterogeneity. However, each PSM can have its own syntax so you may end up with a number of related, but disparate languages with identical semantics. The authors cite this as an example of model driven development.

VI. FURTHER WORK AND CONCLUSION

We intend to expand this work on several fronts. The first, and most obvious steps are formalizing the semantics and completing a stable version of the compiler. We would also like to build a simulator so that we can test programs while examining the internal flows of data. Visual inspection of a robotic program may not be sufficient, but tracing though a program step by step will be helpful.

We intend to test the language by comparing it to some known code base. A possibility is using the challenges design for the CURIE project [21] and comparing both our results and the quality of our code to there findings. Eventually, it would also be nice to get user feedback on the ease of development in our language.

In this paper we have introduced a language for programming mobile robots based on an augmented HSM model. What augments the HSM model is the use of parameterized behaviors (states) and the ability to treat behaviors (states) as first class structures. The programming model has potential advantages over the state of the art in that it more closely resembles the problem space and has significant higher-order capabilities. We have shown the syntax of the language and conceptually how the language will function. The opportunities and difficulties of passing around behaviors as by-value and by-reference parameters has been discussed.
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